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Abstract. The GRAPPLE project (EU FP7) aims at delivering to learners an 
adaptive technology-enhanced learning (TEL) environment that guides them 
through a life-long learning experience. To this end a general-purpose adaptive 
learning environment is integrated with a variety of learning management 
systems (LMSs), offering access to both learning material and to user model 
information from any LMS. This demonstration will show that within 
GRAPPLE (and its adaptive learning environment GALE), authors can develop 
adaptive learning material in different styles ranging from fully hand-crafted to 
completely automatically generated. 
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1 Introduction 

The GRAPPLE project aims at delivering to learners a technology-enhanced learning 
(TEL) environment that guides them through a life-long learning experience, 
automatically adapting to personal preferences, prior knowledge, skills and 
competences, learning goals and the personal or social context in which the learning 
takes place. The same TEL environment can be used/accessed at home, school, work 
or on the move (using mobile/handheld devices). GRAPPLE includes authoring tools 
that enable educators to provide adaptive learning material to the learners. Authoring 
includes creating or importing content, assigning or extracting meaning from that 
content, designing learning activities and defining pedagogical properties of and 
adaptation strategies for the content and activities. To ensure the wide adoption of 
adaptation in TEL the GRAPPLE infrastructure works together with Open Source and 
commercial learning management systems (LMSs). Several suppliers of LMSs are 
part of the GRAPPLE project team. A distributed user modeling framework helps 
end-users to stay in control of their user profile while at the same time allowing them 
to use the profile to get personalized access to learning applications offered through 
different LMSs by different organizations. 

The main technological developments in GRAPPLE are the construction of a 
generic adaptive learning environment (the GRAPPLE adaptive learning environment 
is called GALE) and an infrastructure for sharing user model information between 
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LMSs and GALE using the GRAPPLE User Modeling Framework (GUMF). In 
addition to this authoring tools are being developed for a learning application’s 
domain model and concept relationships, together forming the Conceptual Adaptation 
Model (CAM). Authoring is kept independent of the adaptive environment GALE, by 
using a system-independent intermediate language: the GRAPPLE Adaptation 
Language (GAL). 

We have studied a number of existing adaptive learning environments in order to 
extract their main adaptation functionality needed in the new generic adaptation 
engine. This study has been reported as part of a recent paper [7]. The study compared 
AHA! [4] KBS Hyperbook [5], APeLS [2] and Interbook [1] and also considered the 
AHAM [3] reference model. It reveals that there are many commonalities between all 
systems, regarding their domain model (DM) structure (consisting of concepts and 
services or tools), semantic relationships used to connect DM elements, the use of 
overlay models for user modeling, and two predominant ways to reason about how 
events (such as the learner reading a page or taking a test) result in user model 
updates and how the user model state (changes) result in adaptation of both the 
content and the recommended navigation in the learning application. Some systems 
(for instance Interbook!) perform mostly forward reasoning, using event-condition-
action (ECA) rules, always computing and then storing results, whereas other system 
(for instance KBS Hyperbook) use Bayesian networks to compute results (but not 
store them) by reasoning backwards to check which events occurred that would lead 
to a user model state. 

In this paper/demo we concentrate on the way information content is created and 
integrated into a learning application. Presentations (pages) in existing systems can be 
either authored completely manually (like in AHA!) or can be “generated” from 
components, for instance pagelets in APeLS. 

In this paper/demo we show a toy example and three ways in which the 
information content for and the presentation of this (exact same) learning application 
can be created, all within the same GRAPPLE environment. We do not show how the 
conceptual structure is created using the GRAPPLE authoring tools for defining the 
DM and CAM and translating it to GAL, and we do not show how presentation and 
navigation are made adaptive based on that conceptual structure. (That is subject of 
other publications to come about GRAPPLE.) 

2 The MilkyWay learning example 

The example we use in this demonstration is not intended to be a part of a real 
learning application but is only a demonstration of the different approaches taken to 
create (adaptive) learning applications. 

In the toy example we are mainly teaching the learner about stars, planets and 
moons. Information pages about all these concepts are fairly similar, and pages about 
different planets are even more similar to each other, and so are pages about different 
moons. All pages can be created by hand (possibly making extensive use of copy-
paste) but they can in principle also be generated automatically. Below we show what 
pages of the example may look like: 
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Fig. 1. Some pages from the MilkyWay example course (with content copied from 
Wikipedia). 

 
As can be seen from the figure each page has more or less the same presentation of 

similar pieces of information: 
• First there is a page title (which says what the page is about). 
• In case of planets and moons the “parent” star or planet is named. 
• There is an image of the star/planet/moon (which would be a real photographic 

image in a real course). 
• The image is followed by a description of the star/planet/moon. 
• In case of stars and planets their “children” are listed at the bottom of the page. 
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Because the image and description (and list of “children”) are different for every 
start/planet/moon it is tempting to write all pages by hand, following a common 
“template”. However, we will show two alternative approaches in the next section. 

3 Three content and presentation authoring approaches 

We consider the following authoring approaches: 
• Hand crafted: in this approach an author writes all the pages of a course text. There 

need not be any common structure to the pages. Each page is associated with a 
concept in the domain model, and reading a page results in a corresponding user 
model update. The domain and user model may be used for content adaptation 
(conditional inclusion of fragments) and for link annotation based on prerequisites. 
To save space we do not show an example of the source of a hand-crafted page. 
Well-known examples of completely hand-crafted applications are the hypermedia 
course at the TU/e (currently at http://wwwis.win.tue.nl/2ID65/) and the AHA! 
tutorial (at http://aha.win.tue.nl/tutorial/).  

• Template-based authoring: in this approach an author writes templates of the (few) 
different types of pages that occur in a course. But whereas in the hand crafted 
approach these template pages would be copied many times and filled in with the 
appropriate information, the template-based approach uses references to the 
information items rather than the items themselves. Each concept in the domain 
model has attributes either containing information or references to resources, like 
an image (of the star/planet/moon) or a text fragment (the description). The domain 
model can be structured as a hierarchy, which results in the relationships between a 
star and its planets and between each planet and its moons. Here is a snippet of the 
CAM for the example, written in the GRAPPLE Adaptation language GAL: 
Star_Unit rdf:type Unit [ 
 ...  
 :hasAttribute [ 
   :name "starName"; 
   :label "This page is about star: "; 
   :value [$Star/name]    
 ]; 
 ...  
We see here that this “unit” has an attribute “starName” with a fixed text label 
“This page is about star: ” and a value which is taken from the domain model. In 
the template page for a star we can write something like: 
<h1> 
 <variable expr=”${starName/label}”/>  
 <variable expr=”${starName/value}”/> 
</h1> 
Through the authoring tools of GRAPPLE (not discussed in this paper) one can 
thus enter bits of content like the label and value for attributes that can be referred 
to in pages and automatically included. In the domain model the different stars are 
defined, each with their name, and this bit of GAL code and (X)HTML show how 
a template page for stars, associated with each star, will show the title and name for 
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the correct star (looking like what is shown in Fig. 1). Likewise the image and 
description will be included, the parent object and the list of children if there are 
any. (The live demo will show the entire application based on just five templates: 
for milkyway, celestial object, star, planet and moon.) 

• Generated: in the template-based authoring approach an author creates a single 
presentation template for each type of concept. Within the GRAPPLE project it is 
also possible to define adaptive presentation formats, in order to be able to adapt 
presentations for different output devices (mainly for smaller or larger screens). To 
this end it is possible to break up the template page into smaller units, each 
presenting one or more attributes of a concept (or the resource the attribute points 
to). In the MilkyWay example there are five potential such presentation units: 
1. The title (the label “This page is about: ” and the name). 
2. The parent object’s name. 
3. The image. 
4. The description. 
5. The list of children objects. 
For each of these units a small fragment of (X)HTML can be written, with code 
just like with the template-based approach shown earlier. In GALE the presentation 
can be controlled through adaptive layout hints associated with concepts. (The 
adaptive part of layout can be used to perform layout adaptation.) A layout defines 
a table structure (much like with HTML frames), associating a view with each table 
cell. A commonly use layout consists of 2 columns, one with a navigation menu 
and one with the information page. 
<struct cols="200,*"> 
 <treeview /> 
 <mainview /> 
</struct> 
This layout would be used by the hand crafted and the template-based authoring 
approach. In the “generated” approach the <mainview> would be replaced for 
instance by a vertical <struct> containing 5 <fileview> elements, each including a 
fixed template fragment with content that is filled with information from the 
domain model. The elements can be conditionally included, so as to not show a 
parent for a star and not show children for moons. 
Note that this third approach towards authoring is typical in web-based information 
systems (WIS) research, for instance performed by the Hera research group [6]. A 
compiler from GAL to Hera does not yet exist but is certainly feasible. Whereas 
GALE can be used with all three content authoring approaches only the template-
based authoring approach would work with Hera or other WIS platforms. 

4 Conclusions 

The GRAPPLE project not only tries to offer an adaptive learning experience to users 
of as many different learning environments (and LMSs) as possible, but also tries to 
accommodate different approaches to authoring the content and presentation of 
adaptive applications. This paper describes how applications can be created using 
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completely hand-crafted pages, using template pages that are automatically reused for 
different information objects of the same type, and using completely generated pages 
and presentation formats. 

During the demo we will show the complete MilkyWay example in all three 
authored forms, all running in the GALE adaptive learning environment, and all 
looking the same and behaving in exactly the same way. This will show that 
GRAPPLE brings seemingly incompatible approaches to authoring adaptive 
applications much closer to each other. 
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